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Grainger students recognized National See You at the Pole
day (SYATP) early on Sept 26 before
school began.
The annual “Global Day of
Student Prayer” is a Christian fellowship allowing willing students to
gather near the base of the American
flag for prayer, song, and scripture.
Prayers were lead individually by

Follow Your
Dreams

students asking God to bring spiritual leadership to their school campuses, communities and country.
What started as a localized event in Texas grew by word
of mouth and expanded nationwide.
Now, in its 22nd year, the event
has gone global with counties from
across the world joining the annual,
global day of prayer.
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Take A Stand Against Bullying

Don’t Be Afraid to Take a
Stand
By: Kaitie May

A problem has arisen in
schools and communities all over the
world, specifically targeting youth.
Bullying has taken over a large part of
the nation, but we have just recently
become involved in the fight against
this harassment. From celebrity-involved campaigns such as “Stomp out
Bullying”, to government programs
“StopBullying.gov”, we have made
leaps into controlling bullying as a
whole. Forty nine of the Fifty United
States are already on board with some
sort of law against bullying, Forty Five
of those including certain types of
electronic harassment. The down side
to this is that only 8 states have passed
laws that include off-campus activity,
and 12 have had or proposed and updated law. Moreover, the Federal policies against bullying do very little.
Bullying is not necessarily
a face-to-face interaction, such as in
physical bullying (hitting, kicking,
shoving, etc.) or verbal bullying (namecalling, making offensive remarks or
threats). Other types are also quite
common, and more difficult to spot.
Indirect bullying includes spreading
rumors about someone, telling others
something that was relayed in private,
or purposely excluding another from a
group. Social alienation is very similar
to indirect bullying, but also includes
pointing out differences between individuals in a negative way. Intimidation
is commonly seen as a way for a bully
to get what he or she wants with the
use of frightening threats. A rapidly
growing type of bullying is known as

Organizations
Stompoutbullying.org
Stopbullying.gov
Bullying.org
Nobully.com

“cyber-bullying”. With the growing
popularity of social media, teens find
it easier to sit behind the safety of their
computer screens, or cell phones, to
launch personal attacks on others. This
becomes a bigger problem when one
considers that only 8 of our 50 states
enforce off-campus harassment, where
this type of bullying would typically
occur.
As the future leaders of this
country, our job is to take our own
stand against this problem. As students, we have the responsibility to not
only disengage in bullying, ourselves,
but to also intervene when we see such
harassment occurring with any other
students. To discourage bullying is a
vital way to restrict its growth within
society. How can you help? If you or
someone you know is being bullied,
talk to a trusted adult about the problem, and ask them how you can get
away from the situation. If you are an
adult, open the line of communication
to show students that it’s okay to come
to you with these problems. If we are
able to reach out to one another in a
way that communicates hope, we can
stop the injustice and ignorance that
is born of this problem. What each of
us needs to understand is that there is
a way out, there is someone to turn
to, and we can each be that person to
anyone who needs it. You never know
what kind of difference you can make
in someone’s day just by reaching out
your hand to them when they are being
put down in any way.

Warning Signs

According to stopbullying.gov, the following behavioral changes should alert parents
to a possible bullying situation.
Warning Signs that your child
is being bullied
-Unexplainable injuries
-Loss of personal property
-Faking illnesses
-Coming home from school hungry; They
		
may be avoiding lunch.
-Difficulty sleeping
-Loss of interest in school
-Avoiding friends
-Decreased self esteem
-Self-destruction

Warning Signs that your child
is bullying others
-Increased physical or verbal  fights
-Join with friends who are known bullies
-Increased aggressive
-Increased visit to detention/principal’s
office
-Possess unexplained extra money or new
		
belongings
-Blame others for their problems
-Doesn’t accept responsibility for own
		
actions
-Excessive competitiveness
-Worry about their reputation

Solutions

By: Kyler Henegar
Dealing with ongoing harassment is like living with pollution, it
threatens a student’s physical and emotional safety and their ability to learn.
If your being bullied, you know what
it feels like to deal with what feels like
pollution. There are solutions:
•
Tell a parent or trusted
adult. The importance of a parent’s
involvement is crucial, because kids
need someone to talk to about their
problems. Parents really need to keep
the lines of communication open, and
kids should do the same. But it doesn’t
have to be parent; it could be one of
your teachers or just someone that you
know that could help you.
•
Try not to show that you’re
angry or upset. When you show that
your bothered by them, they’ll be satisfied, and they continue. The truth is,
they thrive on things like you crying or
you’re angry.
•
The worst thing that you
could do is completely ignore the
problem. If you do that they’ll try
harder and harder to get to you to receive the slightest reactions. They only
want to cause you pain because they
have a hidden pain inside. So, over all,
be confident in yourself and never let
anyone make fun of you. It’s good to
share your feelings and talk about your
problems to others. Just remember,
they can only hurt you if you let them,
and you’re not powerless. You CAN
do something.

If you are being effected by bullying,
please check out the following links:

Yourlifeyourvoice.org
Your lLife, You Voice has 		
suicide prevention, 		
real stories from real people,
and gives you a chance to 		
share your stories.

Pacerkidsagainstbullying.org 		
National Center for
Bullying Prevention.

To report a bully call
1-800-78-CRIME

Suicide prevention hotline:
1-800-SUICIDE
National suicide prevention
lifeline: 1-800-273-TALK. 24/7
hotline or visit suicideprevention.
org
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Online is Forever
By: Micheal Emery

Face The Facts
By: Stevie Mitchell
Bullying is a very serious problem in schools today. Fifty-six percent of
students have said they have felt some kind
of bullying at school. Bullying isn’t just
physical; there are many different kinds of
bullying. There are six types of bullying:
physical, verbal, indirect, cyber, relational,
and extortion. Physical bullying peaks in
middle school and declines in high school,
verbal abuse rates remain constant from
elementary to high school. Some people
say that bullying is just a part of growing
up, which is not true. Bullying outside of
school is called harassment which is punishable by law.
One in four teachers see nothing
wrong with bullying and will only intervene four percent of the time. Bullying use
to be over looked in school so most teachers and parents will ignore it. Ninety percent of students are victims of bullying; it
is not a victimless crime. One in every ten
students will drop out of school because
of bullying. If bullying was not a problem
then students would not be willing to give
up their education, lives, and futures to get
away from there tormentors.
The most common reason cited
for being harassed is a student’s is physical appearance or body size. It is a sad fact
that people are put down and made fun
of because things they can’t control, like
their weight or the way they look. Girls
are twice as likely as boys to be victims
of cyber-bullying. In today’s society it is
more expectable for boys to be overweight
or unattractive than girls. This makes it to
where girls are harassed more than boys

are.

Now a day’s people like to bully
you in school and then go home and do
it online so everyone online can see what
they have said. Fifty-eight percent of kids
say they have been bullied online; four out
of ten have had it happen more than once.
The most common medium for cyber-bullying is texting which makes it harder to
get away from bullying. Every day over
one hundred sixty thousand kids refuse to
go to school because of harassment. Over
twenty-five percent of students feel unsafe
at school because of bullying.
Six out of ten American youths
witnesses bullying at least once a day and
do nothing about it. “United we stand and
divided we fall” is used in the liberty song
and many others like Pink Floyds famous
song “hey you”. These songs tell us to
work together but most people wouldn’t
even stand up for their own friends or family.
Twenty five percent of school
bullies will be convicted of a criminal offense in their adult years. This fact shows
that most school bullies are very unstable
and could do anything to a poor victim at
any time, which is why bullying should be
stopped at the start. Extreme cases of bullying have been the causes of many things
such as drug use, self-mutilation, suicide,
and even murder. Revenge is the strongest motivation for school shootings. Most
school shootings have been caused by bullying of another student. Some kids just
crack under the pressure of being pushed
around and push back with full force.

It’s everywhere. They’re
everywhere. It can never go away
and it stays there forever. It can’t be
stopped, but it can be brought down
to Earth. It’s the world wide plague
known as cyber-bullying. Cyberbullying affects many adolescents 1. Don’t respond; don’t forward
and teens on a daily basis with the 2. Keep the evidence. (Dates, times, phone
numbers, and email addresses)
simple use of technology, like cell
3. Block the person commenting the
phones and the Internet, to bully or
cyberbullying offense.
harass another person. We can’t deny
the fact that bullying is a big issue
here at our school; cyber bullying is
realize the consequences for themselves.
the huge breakout problem that faces our The things teens post online now may
students every day. Most find it as just a reflect badly on them later when they apply
“safe way” for the bully to get away with for college or a job. Cyber-bullies can
such attacks. They feel that if there are lose their cell phones or online accounts.
screens inbetween them and the victim; Also, them and their parents may face
they are untouchable.
legal charges, and if the cyber-bullying
Cyber-bullying takes many
was sexual in nature or involved sexting,
forms:
the results can include being registered as
- sending messages or threats via
a sex offender. Teens may think that if they
email or cell phone
use a fake name they won’t get caught, but
-starting/spreading threatening
there are many ways to track someone who
messages on social networking
is cyber bullying.
sites
    -taking/sending unflattering pictures
Take action! We all know that
via cell phones, social network
we have cyber-bullies here at GHS. Some
ing or email
stand out more than others, but what some
-stealing account information and
don’t understand is why no one tries to
posing posting to personal
stop it. We all see the posts and disagree
accounts
with what’s said against the victim but do
Cyber-bullying can be very we take action? No! We just talk about it
damaging to adolescents and teens. It amongst ourselves and feel sorry for the
can lead to anxiety, depression, and even victim. Take action against it. These cyber
suicide. Also, once things are circulated bullies are not someone to be afraid of.
on the Internet, they may never disappear, They will continue to do what they want
resurfacing at later times to renew the pain. till someone speaks up, but most of the
It’s not like traditional bullying where it’s time they’re more afraid of us then we
there and stays in that one place. It’s there are of them. That’s why they’re known
as cyber-bullies, because they’re behind a
forever for everyone to see.
screen.
It’s not funny. Bullies may not

First Step to Stomping
Cyberbullying
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Physical science creates boats
to explore engineering design.
By: Caleb Smith
Mrs. Lisa Hill’s physical science class performed an experiment to
better understand the engineering design
process on Wednesday, August 15th. This
process consists of identifying a problem,
researching that problem, developing possible solutions, selecting the solution that
you feel best resolves the problem, constructing a prototype, testing and evaluating your solution, and, if your design fails,
deciding whether to remodel your solution
or explore a different course of action.
Through Mrs. Hill’s explanations, and a video on the mechanics of
wheelchairs in the Paralympics, the students began to understand the thought
process needed to use this procedure successfully. Consequently, Mrs. Hill tasked
the class with applying their newly established knowledge to a daunting experi-

ment. Challenged with grouping up and
creating a canoe out of everyday items, the
students went to work. Their canoes could
not be less than eight inches long and be
able to hold ten pennies without sinking or
capsizing. Through trial and error, the entire class was able to complete the assignment. Their record was set at sixty-four
pennies by Kendra Looney, P.K. Lowe,
and “Nettle” Lopez.
Overall, this was a successful experiment that helped depict this method in
a very real manner. “The experiment was
extremely successful,” Mrs. Hill says. “I
feel that the students enjoyed themselves
while gaining a real understanding for this
process.”

Marching Grizzlies
Conquer Camp
By: Kaitie May

The Grainger High Marching Grizzlies
completed their annual band camp during the end of July. Just as last year,
the band excelled through their
show, learning all the drill within four days. This year, however,
an extra challenge was placed before
them: an extra song. Last year’s show consisted of three songs, as this one has four.
The 2012 marching show is entitled “Get
Up and Dance” and encourages students to
do just that! The show’s “playlist” begins
with Rihanna’s “We Found Love”, followed by Jennifer Lopez’s “On the Floor”,
Bruno Mars’s “Runaway Baby”, and Pitbull’s “Give Me Everything Tonight”.
Through the week, the heat was
definitely an obstacle, but the students
were able to power through, learning at
an extremely fast rate. Before Friday eve-

ning’s performance, the entire show was
on the field and ready to be performed. The
band’s hard work really paid off as family
and friends gathered around to watch the
very first performance of the 2012 show.
The band’s director, Dr. Kim White made
this statement about the group’s skill, “Despite the heat, we had an excellent band
camp. This year’s band and color guard
have a great work ethic, are conscientious
about their goals, and want to do what is
necessary to have a successful year. We
hope that everyone will join us at halftime
so they can get up and DANCE!” All-in-all,
the attitude about this group of students is
definitely a positive one, motivating them
to deliver an excellent show with plenty of
energy and charisma. The band encourages
everyone to come out to the football games
and enjoy their energetic half-time show!
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Upward Bound Boosts Education

Upward Bound Transfers to Carson-Newman

“I feel that there will be more opportunities for the Upward Bound
students at Carson Newman.” --Brandie White, Sophomore
By: Courtney Mallory
Upward bound starts an exciting new
year at their new location at CarsonNewman. This summer, it was announced
to students and staff that this coming school
year would be much different that the years
past. Instead of LMU, Carson-Newman is
now the new college that will be attended
on Saturdays and the summer program.
The upward bound staff has been working
hard to make this an enjoyable experience
for the students.
On the students’ first Saturday session,
they toured their new campus for the first
time. Jenny Rosenberger, director of the
Grainger High Upward Bound Program,
was very satisfied about the new location.
“I’m extremely excited about our new

change. The campus is beautiful, and
we are the first group of students in this
program they have had. I believe this is the
beginning of great years to come.”
Unlike LMU, Carson- Newman is
willing to let their upward bound students
use more of their facilities like computer
labs, tennis courts, ECT. This will enable
them to have more activities during their
summer session. To add to the great things
about the change, this will be the first time
that Grainger’s upward bound won’t be
sharing a campus with other programs. As
you can see, several things have changed
for upward bound. Hopefully, the students
and staff will both enjoy being at CarsonNewman.

Behind the Wheel
of Drivers
Education
By: Kalee Allen

Driver’s Ed. is an elective offered here
at Granger High that allows students to learn
how to be safe drivers. It is available to any student sophomore and above and is usually taken
by many soon-to-be drivers.
Though driver’s Ed. is not required to
get a license or permit, students are still encouraged to take the course. If taken, it gives the students some driving training along with a deduction in insurance by some insurance companies,
and even a safe driver’s discount.
The students who do take this class can
get around twenty to thirty hours or even more
by the end of their semester. They will get to
driver on out surrounding counties along with
the rural roads of Granger County.
Guest speakers throughout the semester will include some regulars such as Doug

Keith, who works at Walter State Community
College with cops in training, and some established truck drivers. They will be helping students better understand what they should do in
certain driving situations, and help teach the
students to drive safe.
Students who have never driven before
should not worry. Mr. McBee is used to handling students who have never been behind the
wheel. He says the worst problem he has with
is their inability to control the vehicle well. But
after five years of teaching students to drive,
McBee has a method for keeping students
from panicking, “I just keep talking to them,
encouraging them, and remind them that making mistakes is part of the learning process.”
Students who have experience in driving should still take this class. Though they are
easier for McBee to teach, they might have developed bad driving habits. This class will help
fix up those bad habits and replace with new,
helpful, ones.
For students who have driver’s Ed. next
semester, or are planning on taking the class in
the future, it is advised that you get some practice time for driving. That is, of course, with
your parents or guardians.

Douglas Cherokee
Summer Program
By: Micheal Emery

This past summer’s Upward
Bound program was of rebuilding.
Due to complications with grants
and funding, the Douglas Cherokee
Upward Bound Program had to say
goodbye to a long partnership with
an Upward Bound program through
LMU. Now, with just Douglas Cherokee left to run the show, it was soon
discovered that all choices were
made for them to decide. This lead to
a smooth summer filled with classes,
fun, and great memories.
An original part of this
year was also the activity of “families” where students were randomly
placed in groups with two parents to
lead. These activities ranged from
games to heart felt discussions. The
big part about these groups was
that they were assigned to come up
with a team name and create a flag

that they would use during the program’s Olympic Games. All students
responded positively towards these
families as their favorite part of the
day.
Aside from families, other
activities were held including a trip
to Dollywood Splash Country, the
traditional Bridge Dance Prom, and
the ending award ceremony. All
Grainger students took a liking to the
program and can’t wait to return next
year.
After all classes had ended and students were sent home for a weekend,
they returned with bags packed for
New Orleans. There, they went on
swamp boat tours, participated in the
French Courter 4th of July Festival,
and toured many warehouses and
museums.
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Tweets From GHS

Cross Country Runs
for a Great Finish

This year, Twitter has become a hit with students
here at Grainger High School. Twitter not only
allows one to simply state their mind, but communicate in a simple manner. Here are some
tweets from GHS!

By: Courtney Malerie
The Grainger High cross country team is
in an exciting season. On August twentyfirst, the team took a run at Panther Creek
Park. Zach Long led the boys placing
second in the field with a time of 17:28.
Cody Pratt, placing eleventh in the field,
ran a 19:04 and Austin Quesenberry with
a 20:41. The girls were lead by Amber
Farmer. She came in twelfth among the
field with a time of 23:39. Kylie Cabbage
followed behind her placing thirteenth
with a 23:42, and Kaylee Smith with a
time of 26:32. Overall, the boys and girls
both placed forth among the field.
At the Panther Creek All-Comers meet,
Amber Farmer led the girls with a 24:09,
followed by Kylie Cabbage with a 24:17,
and Whitlee Harding ran a 27:16. The
boys were led by Zack Long who ran a
17:51. Cody Pratt had a 20:17 and Austin
Quesenberry with a 21:25.
In Nashville, Zach Long placed forth in
field leading the team with a 17:34. Cody
Pratt followed behind running a 18:58
and Austin Quesenberry with a 19:38.
The girls were led a by Amber Farmer
running a 22:47. Kylie Cabbage had a
23:04 and Emma Morgan with a 27:17.
Overall, the girls placed fifteenth in field
and the boys placed tenth in field.
Last year, the girl’s team
excelled greatly and qualified to go to the

Madison Mabry @MadisonMabry

I love my senior class, we’re all a big family
#classof13

Kaylee Lawson @kayleeshaeee

So thankful to live in an area where the youth
crusades are possible.

Mollie Owens @MollieOwens2

I honestly don’t think moving seats in Boggs
class will make my grades any better. I still
don’t understand anything he says.

Cody Sartorius @Cody_Ryyyan
Who invented this school nonsense?

Jordan Allen @allenjordan60

The events that have recently happened in our
school have lead us into this crusade better
than if it were scripted.

Hillaery Kuhl @Hillaery_Ann

state competition in Nashville. Although
they didn’t place last year, COL. Lynn
has high expectations this year for the
boys and girls team. “I’m expecting both
teams to go to state this year. They have

Am i the only person who wishes
the motivation and the talent, so I feel we #MarriedToJonas was longer than 30 minutes?
will have a great season,” explained COL
Lynn.

Alicia Miller @Lici_13_Bassoon

Stupid AT&T. Stop selling my number!

Homecoming Queen Crowned
at Friday’s game
“Running for Homecoming Queen is
defiantly hard work.”
Congratulations to Madison Mabry on winning the title of 2012 homecoming queen, with Nicole Southerland coming in as 1st runner-up.
As a total, the two candidates
raised $3,216 for the Grainger Grizzly
football team. Both of the girls said that
they enjoyed their experience and it was
something they both had to work for.
Before crowning, Nicole Southerland shared her experience. “Running for
homecoming queen is hard work. I’m re-

ally busy with my job so my mom helps
me out with raising money and my fund
raisers. It’s defiantly something you want
to do, not something you have to do."
Madison and Nicole were the only two
girls to compete for homecoming queen
this year. Mrs. Corum, who organizes
homecoming, was excited and nervous
about the outcome. "It's very exciting having only two girls running for queen. I’m
very proud of both of them and they’ve
worked very hard."
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New Technology for CAD

World History Class Meets Character Building

By: Kalee Allen

By: Taylor Miller
Innovative exercises involving
character building and improving group
cooperation have been introduced to the
freshmen of Mr. Wallace’s World History
class.
With the ultimate goal being unity
among the student body, Wallace guides
them through s simple outline of personal
topics. Each student is to fill out an example of the following: something they appreciate, new information about themselves,
puzzlements they are facing, concerns
they have with others’ recommendations,

and their heartfelt hopes. This is designed
to connect the students on an emotional
level by discussing their feelings with their
peers.
“We want the students to get
along and know each other on all levels:
within small pods, classrooms, grades, and
complete societies.” Mr. Wallace is optimistic that these new objectives will help
the freshmen morph into a cohesive class
and give them advice as they approach
their adult lives in American society.

?

I wanna know.....
By: Kayci Long

“I wanna know what protein synthesis is.”
			
–Becky Shirley, Senior

Due to a generous eighty-thousand dollar
grant, given by the state of Tennessee, Mr.
Baker’s Principle of Engineering class and
club, T.S.A, will be getting new technology.
The Carl Parkons Grant has been
awarded to Mr. Baker, and co-signers Mrs.
Hill, Mr. Whitt, and Mr. R. Johnson, thanks
to the help of Learning Labs. “We feel very
fortunate to get this grant,” says Mr. Baker,
“I am very excited about the future of this
class.”

Name That Song

				

“I wanna know the quickest route to biology.”
		
–Sydney Medeiros, Freshman

“Cause you’ve been hurt before, I can see it
in your eyes. You try to smile it away, some
things you can’t disguise.”

“I wanna know why you just asked me a random question.”
		
–Bethany Spoone, Junior

				

“I wanna know how many peanuts Texas Road
House goes through in a year.”
		
–Matthew Hipsher, Senior
“I wanna know how many people lie about
having gum.”
		
– Jonah Noe , Senior

Mountain Echo Highlights

Random Facts

By: Caleb Smith

“Please, this ain’t even jealousy. She ain’t
got a thing on me tryna rock them ugly
jeans, jeans, jeans.”

“Never thought I’d live to see the day when
everybody’s words got in the way.”

				

“Yeah, I’m born again out of the lion’s den.
I don’t have to pretend, and it’s too late, the
story is over now, the end.”

				

“I beg and borrow and steal, have foresight
and it’s real, I didn’t know I would feel it,
but it’s in my way.”

“I wanna know how many laps around the
school Ms. Hudson does in a day.”
		
- Caleb Smith, Senior

				

“I wanna know why geese are called geese, but
mooses aren’t called meese.”
		
-Cody Dalton, Senior

				

“I’ll wake up at twilight, it’s gonna be
alright. Don’t even try; it’s always a good
time.”

“We are already bringing in fortythousand dollars worth of technology and
computer programs.” Mr. Baker says. The
grant also will give the T.S.A club an opportunity to compete in more robotic-type
shows.
Along with the new technology,
new subjects will be coming to his Principle of Engineering class. It will now focus
on robotics and green technology. Mr. Baker believes “This will be a great change.”

A microwaved baseball travels faster than a frozen
baseball.
220 million tons of old computers and other technological
hardware are trashed yearly.
Donkey Kong got his name because its creator, Miyamoto,
thought donkey meant stupid in English.
Cows can hear low noises up to two miles away.
The custom of shaking hands started to show each party
was unarmed.
Brian May, guitarist for Queen, has a PhD in Astrophysics.

Grainger High School
Welcomes its newest Student!

New Born

Mrs. Tara Collins welcomed
her new baby girl, Ella
Grace Collins, on September
10, 2012. She weighed 10
lbs. and 3 oz. and was 22
inches long. Congratulations
to Tara, Richard , and big
brother Tyler!
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Marching for a Cause
By: Micheal Emery
The Grainger Marching Grizzlies decked out in pink to support not just
breast cancer, but a former Pigeon Forge
student as well, during the Grainger game
against Pigeon Forge. With weeks to plan
and order everything, Dr. White, ordered
pink marching shirts for Grainger’s marching band to wear at the Grainger vs. Pigeon
pink out football game. With the simple
statement “Marching for a Cause”, the
Grizzlies planned to simply join the Pigeon
Forge band with this important message.
As the game approached, Dr.
White contacted the band director of our
opponent and discovered more about Pi-

geon Forge’s reasons for their pink out. It
was then revealed that shirts were being
sold to support a student that attended their
high school.
Dr. White ordered enough shirts
from Pigeon Forge for the entire band to
wear for the game. Many thought the shirts
were great to wear for the cause that needs
to be addressed. They were worn with blue
jeans and the Marching Grizzlies signature
orange converse. Now, the band can wear
these shirts knowing that they helped a teen
in need.

Mountain Echo Vol. 5 / No. 1

Homework Coupons

Some GHS teachers have graciously given the following homework coupons to be used as needed by students enrolled in their classes. Simply cut the coupons out and present to the teacher for the credit
described on the coupon. This month’s coupons are from the history department.

Ho m ewo r k Co u p o n
Mrs. Phipps

Fall Semester 2012

10 points on assignment

Ho m ewo r k Co u p o n

Fall Semester 2012

Ho m ewo r k Co u p o n

Fall Semester 2012

By: Taylor Miller
Grainger’s Advanced Physical
Education classes embarked on an interesting journey with archery. The purpose of
the class is to familiarize the students with
the bow in order for the classes to enjoy
friendly target competition.
To begin training, the students are advised
on numerous safety precautions, such as
where to aim the bow and how to signal
that they have dropped an arrow they cannot safely retrieve.
Then, they
learn how to properly hold, load, and
fire the bow. Mrs.
Wyatt and Mr. Jarvis
strongly encourage
the students to be
constantly vigilant
and aware of the
bow at all times.
Finally, the student
is allowed to enjoy
target practice. For
some students, such
as seniors Andrew
Bonneville
and
Thomas
Boofer,
this activity relates
closely to their personal hobbies.
Once the
class is comfortably
skilled with archery
procedures,
the
classes will have

scored matches to see who is the best shot,
something senior Caleb Smith is anticipating. “I can’t wait to see who’s the best,” he
says of his class. “I think it will be really
interesting to see how well everyone has
learned.”
P.E. curriculum will allow the
classes to spend several weeks on this
activity before they move on to another
equally riveting sporting interest.

Fall Semester 2012

Mrs. Newman

Ho m ewo r k Co u p o n
Mrs. Robinson

Ho m ewo r k Co u p o n
Mrs. Dixon

Limit One Per Person Per Class

1 Homework Pass

Mrs. Odom

Ho m ewo r k Co u p o n

Limit One Per Person Per Class

1 Homework
Pass
All Classes

Mrs. West

Ho m ewo r k Co u p o n

Limit One Per Person Per Class

1 Homework Pass

Mrs. Corum

GHS PE Tackles Archery

Limit One Per Person Per Class

Use only in 2nd Nine Weeks

Fall Semester 2012

.

Limit One Per Person Per Class

10 bonus Points

Fall Semester 2011

Limit One Per Person Per Class

10 bonus Points
Fall Semester 2012

Limit One Per Person Per Class

5 Bonus Points
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Huge Interest in Dual Enrollment
By: Paige Short
The number of students interested
in dual enrollment classes has grown each
year, and this year proves to be largest.
Dual Enrollment has been holding online
classes through Walter State for many
years, giving juniors and seniors a way to
get, not only high school credits, but some
early college credits, as well.
This program allows high school
students, with a 3.0 grade point average
or higher, to take college credits in high
school and is a great way for students to

get ahead. Though Grainger High only offers certain classes through Walter State,
students aren’t limited to just those classes.
They are free to take any class Walter State
has to offer. These students are also eligible
to apply for a $300 dollar grant, leaving the
students with a payment of only $198 after
using this grant. If anyone has any further
questions you can refer to Mrs. Amanda
Johnson in the guidance counselor’s office.

Grainger High Welcomes New Teachers
By: Kayci Long

Grainger High School welcomes
three new teachers to the 2012-2013 school
year. Shana Johnson, First Sergeant Thacker, and Katrina Mcdaniel are all really excited about the upcoming school year.
Mrs. Shanna Johnson has been
teaching for seven years. She was previously a math teacher at Rutledge Middle
School. She stated that she wanted to go
into teaching to help better kids and give
them a good education. When asked what
she hoped to accomplish while here, she
replied, “to get these kids to graduate,”
with a laugh. She says it’s very different
than teaching middle school students.
First Sergeant Thacker was in the
army for twenty years on active duty. He
was previously a drill instructor for three
and a half years. He says that the transition
into teaching high school students is different because he has older senior students
that help him take the lead. He thought that
teaching would give him an opportunity to
pass on life experience, and while here, he

hopes to make his students better citizens
as well as students. “I love it,” he said,
while talking about being a teacher.
Katrina McDaniel works with our
LRE department. She decided to go into
teaching because she enjoys watching that
“ah-ha” moment when her students begin
to understand what they’re learning. She is
certified in special ed. and k-6 education.
“My goal is to touch at least one student,”
she explains. “I want to help them reach
their goals.” She also did her student teaching here, and she was an assistant teacher
at White Pine and Jefferson County for
1 year. She is starting her second year in
teaching and she looks to make the best of
her first year at Grainger.
We are all very excited to welcome our new teachers to the school. We
are all hoping to make this a great school
year and we hope they love it as much as
we do!
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Mind Maps and Mache` Masks
By: Kyler Henegar

What is a mind map? A mind
map is a diagram used to visually outline
information, and is often created around a
single,specific image, word or text, placed
in the center, to which associated ideas
and concepts are added. The man who
created this idea was Tony Buzan. There
are also other terms for this diagramming
style which is; spider grams, spider graphs,
webs, mind webs, or webbing, and idea sun
bursting. Also, spider grams are sometimes
used in the mathematics and logic is different. The uses for this could also be used to
generate visualize, and classify ideas, and
as a useful aid to study and organize information.
Next, what is a Paper Mache`?
Also known as Papier Mache`, which is
French for “chewed paper.” What it is, is a
composite material, consisting of pieces of
paper or pulp, sometimes reinforced with
textiles, bound with an adhesive, such as
glue, starch, or wallpaper paste. These materials can be used for decorating things
and it can show the history of some cultures. Like ancient Egypt used them as
death masks for the deceased, and the Middle and Far East, like Persia, Japan, China,

and Europe for things like shield and armor
decorations, or just anything they thought
of decorating.
The dimensions of these two things
are that the Mind Map is two-dimensional
and the Paper Mache is three-dimensional.
But, they’re both very useful for many different things, and they’re very fun activities to do. Whether it’s organization to just
decorating things to make them interesting,
and very easy to do if you have the right instructions. You can go to http://gallery.sjsu.
edu/masks/menu.html and check out some
galleries of people’s artwork, play games,
and activities.
If you do go to the website you
should really read the articles, because they
are very informational. But, as you can see
you can use mind mapping for a bunch of
different things whether it’s with writing or
if it’s with decisions. And you can have fun
with Paper Mache` by making masks or
making sculptures, or because you find it to
be interesting either way I hope you found
this to be very informational and maybe inspire you to try it for yourself. I hope you
have fun with it and appreciate the arts like
I do. Good luck.
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GHS Participates in Tennesse Valley Fair

Grainger
High
School has competed for
the Tennessee Valley Fair.
Clubs got together to sign
up to compete in competitions. Clubs like FFA, Skills
U.S.A, and FCCLA. Competitions added up with
one-hundred and seventeen
different competitions to
choose from. Competitions
ranged from, Ag Mechanics,
Ornamental Horticulture,
Corn, and Tobacco shows.
And one of the teachers
from Skills, Mr. Watson, did
a cut away view of a house

which is a house cut in half
to show you from a side
point of view the inside of
a house. Then, FCCLA did
the Muffin Contests for the
junior and senior levels, the
design and bulletin boards,
and the talent shows. Hopefully everyone had fun and
do well with all the competitions. After numerous
hours of work, these vocational organizations have
gotten their score returned
to them will great results.

Skills USA
Caleb Parker- first place ribbon in the Mechanical CAD
competition for his design of a vice assembly. Josh Bernard- second place for his power point on highlighting
all of the trades in industry courses in the Career Technical area of Grainger, and the blow pictured team’s
poster received 4th place.

How to Survive a Senior Economics Video Project
By: Taylor Miller

Step 1: Brainstorm

Step 4: Filming

Step 2: Complete Script and
Storyboard

Step 5: Editing

Gather all group members together and
bounce around ideas for your project. Create a product, and determine how you will
promote it in film and paper ads.

Establish a sequence of events for your
commercial so you aren’t completely lost
when you are ready to film. Preparation is
important; it saves time and effort.

Set up a date to film your commercial as
a group. Since bonus points are given to
groups who film off campus, try to establish
a meeting place that suits your needs. Have
a designated camera man catch all the action
on camera – even the bloopers. Extra credit
is also earned by having a gag reel at the end
of the commercial.

Find someone in your group (or possibly and outside friend) who is good with film editing software. The goal is to have the commercial as clean
as possible.

Grizzlies Day
Step 3: Paper Ads
and Logos

Complete all of your paperwork early so
your focus can be on the main portion:
filming.

Step 6: Release the
Commercial to the Public

Turn in your completed work so it can be
displayed to your peers.
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Marching Grizzlies Dominate
Competition Season
By: Kaitie May

The first Marching Band competition of the season took place at Jefferson
County High School on Saturday, September 22nd, setting high expectations for the
Marching Grizzlies. The Color Guard, the
percussion, the drum major, and the overall
band were all awarded with straight ones,
meaning that they earned the title of Superior in each caption. This is an honor
that the Marching Grizzlies have not seen
in many years, and it was certainly a great
start to the competition season.
Their next, and final, competition

of the season was the following Saturday,
September 29th at Clinton High School.
Though the competition was a little tighter at Clinton, the band earned 2nd place
in their division, and the Colorguard was
awarded with 1st place in the division. The
Grizzlies proved that they can hold their
own on the field, bringing home some of
best scores that the band has seen in quite
a while. The band hopes that the student
body will attend the last few games of the
season to cheer on, not only the football
team, but the Marching Grizzlies, as well!

Grizzlies Golf
By: Kayci Long
Lady Grizzlies golf team won
first place in the district tournament with a
score of 166. The team was led by Kasey
Ankrom who posted the low round in the
golf tournament with a score of 81. Celeste
Stratton tied for second with a score of 85,
and Kristen Ankrom finished in fourth with
a score of 86. “The girls played well and
have had a good season so far,” said Coach
Andy Wells.
The boys golf team took second

place in the district tournament; The team
totaled a score of 323. Daniel Moore shot
a 77, which tied him for third in the individual competition. Landon Cameron followed closely with a score of 79, Tanner
Jones with an 80, and Andy Lichlyter with
an 87; the team will advance will advance
to the region tournament. Good luck and
congratulations to both teams!
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Homcoming Football Highlights
By: Caleb Smith
During the season for football,
there are two important checkpoints to be
reached: homecoming is first, happening
about mid-season and senior recognition
night, which happens toward the end of
the season. To date, we’re about half way
through the season, our homecoming night
having taken place during this last Friday
night’s football game.
With homecoming surrounding
this particular game, the stakes were abnormally high; the entire week prior was
filled with spirited celebrations by the
entirety of the student body to praise the
football players for the hard work that they
put forth and to inflate their confidence in
preparation for one of the biggest games of
the season.
Needless to say, the energy surrounding the Grainger High School football stadium was exponential to that of a
normal game. The effort exerted by our
players, clad in their orange jerseys, was
nearly tangible. So, when they were down
during the entire first half of the game, supporters of Grainger High were no less than
distraught.
By the end of the third quarter, the
Grizzlies, with great ambition and determi-

nation, fought back, the score almost level.
By this point, everyone in the stadium was
biting their nails; the game was a tossup. It
was about that time: a game-changing play
was coming up on the Grizzlies’ behalf.
A short pass orchestrated by Lance
Morton was just what the Grainger Grizzlies needed to hold on to the short lead
that they had. The pass was caught by senior Zach Smith, who, with the power and
skill of an experienced athlete, shot toward
the end-zone. Fans were on their feet as he
ran, showing their undoubted loyalty to the
players by letting their cheers ring through
the night. By the time Zach had reached
the end-zone, the team and its fans knew
that the game had been won. The score was
36-19, now, in favor of the Grizzlies, and
there was only five minutes left in the final
quarter.
Assuredly, the Grizzlies closed
out the win, the scoreboard left unchanging except for the time ticking away until
that final second when the buzzer sounded,
signaling the end of the game. The victory
was hard-fought, and this was most certainly the perfect ending to Grainger High
School’s homecoming night.
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Random Holidays
September 1st-National No Rhythm (Not Reason) Day
September 5th-Be Late for Something Day
September 9th-National Hug Your Hound Day
September 12th-Video Games Day
September 19th –Talk Like a Pirate Day
September 22nd-Hobbit Day
September 28th-Ask a Stupid Question Day
October 1st-World Wide Bullying Prevention Day
October 6th-Mad Hatter Day
October 7th-You Matter to Me Day
October 9th-National Face Your Fear Day
October 10th-International Newspaper Carrier Day

WIA Makes makes a difference.
By: Taylor Miller
Smoky
Mountains those with learning disabilities.
WIA (Workforce Investment
WIA provides these
Act) Youth Services is making a people with ten crucial services,
difference though Kendall Brab- including tutoring, internships,
son, Grainger County’s case and mentoring. Special incenmanager, by helping teens and tives include monetary rewards
young adults with educational for graduating high school and
opportunities.
driving to and from college on a
The program, which weekly basis.
runs through Walters State Com“We need to get the
munity College, is designed for word out about this. It’s a repeople between the ages of six- ally good opportunity I think
teen and twenty-one who have several kids at GHS could benissues that would otherwise efit from,” Brabson commented.
impair their ability to attend She is available in GHS Monday
college, attain a high school di- through Thursday, and any stuploma, or earn a G.E.D. WIA is dent interested in the WIA proespecially tailored for low-in- gram is welcome to ask her for
come students, teen parents, and information.

From

the Counselor’s Desk

A New Way to Receive Announcements
For the 2012-2013 school year, announcement
monitors have placed throughout the halls to
inform students with important information
from the Guidance office. With slide shows and
current news, students can now see the latest
updates with a simple glance while they head
to class.

Top Ten List of Web Resources

www.fastweb.com -- for scholarship searches, financial aid information, or college searches.
http://sitemason.vanderbilt.edu/wsparc/scholarships -- Tennessee Women’s Scholarship Directory
www.actstudent.org -- register online for the ACT
www.makingitcount.com --resources for students and parents
www.collegefortn.org -- great resources for learning about and applying to schools in Tennessee.
http://www.federalstudentaid.ed.gov/ - for financial aid information
www.CollegePaysTN.com - your source for information about financing your education in Tennessee.
www.scholarships.com - scholarship search engine

Local Schools of Interest:
UT: University of Tennessee		
ETSU: East TN State University 		
TTU: TN Technological university		
Tusculum College 			
Carson Newman				
LMU: Lincoln Memorial University
WSCC: Walters State Community College
PSCC: Pellissippi State Community College
Tennessee Technology Center		
Tennessee Technology Center		

Knoxville
Johnson City
Cookeville
Greenville
Jefferson City
Harriogate
Morristown
Knoxville
Morristown
Knoxville

1-800-221-8657
1-800-462-3878
1-800-255-8881
1-800-729-0256
1-800-678-0961
1800-325-0900
1-800-225-4770
1-865-694-6400
1-423-586-5771
1-865-546-5567

www.utk.edu
www.etsu.edu
www.tntech.edu
www.tusculum.edu
www.cn.edu
www.lumnet.edu
www.ws.edu
www.pstcc.edu

What is Senior Help Desk?

Fun Riddles

By: Stevie Mitchell

1. the letter ‘u’ 2. a pumpin patch 3. he didn’t have
the guts 4. no body 5. Drac racing 6. everybody
was goblin 7. a turKEY 8. he had the drumsticks.

1. I appear once in summer, twice 		
in autumn, but never in winter.
What am I?
2. How do you fix a flat pumpkin?
3. Why didn't the skeleton cross the 		
road?
4. Who won the skeleton beauty con		
test?
5. What is Transylvania’s national 		
sport?
6. Why wasn’t there any food left
after the monster party?
7. What key has legs and can’t open
doors?
8. Why was the turkey the drummer in the
band?
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Senior help desk is a gathering of students during second period, were the top student
selected local colleges, come to Grainger high
and answer any question you might have. The
colleges that are going to be coming to speak to
Grainger high seniors are ETSU, LMU, CarsonNewman, Walter state, and UT.
The speakers of these colleges have
come to answer all our questions about the colleges they represent. Some students have found it
hard find questions to ask the speakers but others
couldn’t contain themselves. Seniors have asked
questions from tuition to how awkward it is to use

a community bathroom. What the school hopes to
accomplish with this program is to help students
that wish to attend these schools understand the
ins and outs of the college.
This program also allows seniors that
are sitting on the fence about certain colleges to
make a decision and get off that fence so they can
go ahead and worry about better things like how
they’re going to decorate their dorm or whether
they should major in psychology or English.
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Behind the Scenes of the
Grainger Football
By: Kayci Long
Throughout the summer, Grainer High
School’s football team works hard to prepare for
the upcoming season, and not just running plays
and practicing. What the majority of people don’t
see is the behind the scenes work. From fertilizing
the field to coaching the players, the coaches put
their time and energy into making sure everything
runs smoothly.
The team this year consists of eight coaches and sixty-two players. Coaches Mark Briscoe,
Steve Finchum, Chad Tate, Brad Tate, Daniel Bishop, BJ Jarvis, Randy Holt, and David Sands spend
their summers at school, on the field. From 7:30am
to 4:00pm, they can be found fertilizing, watering,
mowing, weed-eating, and painting the football
field. However, their work doesn’t stop there. They
also spend time painting all the doors and making
sure everything is in good condition for the hundreds of fans that would soon fill the stadium. They

also take care of the practice field and soccer field,
making sure they all look their best.
Aside from all that, they also work hard at
making sure their team is prepared, as well. Three
times a week the team conditions and weight lifts
from 8:00am to 10:30am. On the other days, they
are busy running plays and preparing to face their
opposing team. Making sure the team is strong
enough to perform their best is the coaches’ most
important job.
Needless to say, the football program
doesn’t get the credit it is due. There’s a lot of hard
work, time, and money that goes into making sure
everything runs smoothly and looks its best. It is
certainly one of the biggest programs the school
has, and people don’t even pay attention to what
all gets done. The coaches, and players, definitely
deserve a big hand!

Students Surveyed

10 Mind-Blowing
Facts

1. If Saturn could be placed in a giant cup, it
would float.
2. The moon is drifting away from the earth at
3.8cm per year.
3. The Bible has been translated into Klingon,
the alien language used in Star Trek.
4. The total weight of ants on earth is nearly
equal to the total weight of humans
on earth.
5. Anatidaephobia is the fear that, somewhere
in the world, there is a duck watch
ing you.
6. There is enough fuel in a full tank of a
jumbo jet to drive an average car
around the world 4 times.
7. A person eats around 60,000 pounds of
food in his lifetime, which equals
about 6 elephants.
8. There were once restrictions against show
ing toilets on television.
9. The first camera took 8 hours to take a pic
ture, during which the photographer
would need to remain still.
10. The US uses more steel to make bottle
caps than frames for cars.

Q.

What Decade would
you bring back?

“I would bring back the 60s because it had the best sense of fashion.”
Montana Matthews, 10th
“The 80s because of the music.”
		
Tailor Morgan, 12th & 			
Kylie Cabbage, 10th
“The 80s because I love the big hair and what-not.”
Hannah M. Williams, 10th
“The 50s housewife look. It was a simple time; pretty and feminine.”
Mrs. Suzanne Newman, English teacher
“Well, definitely not the 70s; they were just bad. The 80s were
okay, except for the balloon pants. They were kind of strange.
Maybe the 90s, but I like today’s style the best.”
		
Colonel Lynn, JROTC
“The 70s. It was full of love.”
Ashlie Brooks, 12th
“The 50s. Everyone was happy and it was great.”
Tom Moran, 12th
“The 90s. I miss the Rugrats.”
Chris Milligan, 12th
“The 50s. Everyone were cool cats back then. All the girls ran to
the Fonz. It just doesn’t work that way today.”
Cody Pratt, 12th
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Follow Your Dreams
By: Caleb Smith
In life, we have to make
a lot of decisions. Through these
decisions, we come to know ourselves very well. We grow, we
learn, we decide what we want,
what we like, and what we need.
The way that we distinguish these
things helps to tell the story of our
lives.
As we grow into ourselves through the years, we develop passions. Some of us appreciate the simplicity of running
down a winding back road in
preparation for a race, others like
the freedom of an open canvas to
transform into something of their
own, while some enjoy being able
to capture and keep moments in
time with their cameras. If I had
to choose my fondest passion, I
would have to say that it is writing. I fell in love at the age of
thirteen with the sovereignty I had
over a blank page. It encapsulated
my every thought – I could let my
mind wander to the ends of the
universe and beyond. Naturally, I
want to do it all the time. It’s not
something that I’ll ever stop doing. When a person begins to feel
so strongly for something in life,
they have a choice to make. How
important is your passion to you?
Is it worth the chase? Is it worth
the hardship? That’s all up to you,
but the verdict you come to will affect the rest of your life.
Thoughts lingered in my
mind while trying to make this critical choice in my life. It dawdled
in my head for a couple of solid
years before I reached my verdict.
“I love to write, but am I good
enough to be an author?” “Will
I be able to really sustain myself
through my writing?” “What will I
do if I cannot push through the adversities to come?” “If my dream
is voided down the road, will my
family and friends be disappointed
in me?” “How could I live with
myself if I were to take a risk at
being an author and fail?” You see,
this was – and still is – something
that I wanted to do more than anything else in life. However, these
troubling thoughts were leading me
down a road to things that I did not

want for myself. They would have
led to something mundane and uninteresting, and when I think about
myself in my future, I certainly do
not see myself working behind and
office desk in front of a computer
or teaching a classroom full of students. When I think of my life in
the future, I see myself as who I
really am and who I want to be – a
novelist.
I do not seek fame and
fortune. I do not seek praise and
renown. I seek only to fulfill myself. That was the choice that I
made. I elected to love myself and
to pursue myself in life. If I had
wanted to be a teacher, I would
be fervently chasing that as my
career. If I had wanted to paint, I
would confidently hone my talents
to my heart’s content. If I wanted
to be a runner, if I aspired to be a
marine, if I, for some ridiculous
reason, wanted to do something as
mundane as being an accountant
or a waiter, I would be working
as fanatically as possible to become that. Instead, I was set apart
from most through my knack for
writing, and because I’ve chosen wholeheartedly to follow my
dream, I’m now eight chapters
into a novel with my co-author
and gifted friend Kaitie May, and
we’ll be on the hunt for a publisher
before you know it.
What I’m trying to tell
you is that, if you have a passion
for something, do yourself a favor
and go after it. Many will brush
their talents aside, excusing themselves by rationalizing that to follow their dreams would be too perilous a journey. Some will not be
able to withstand the test of time
and be eroded. Others, though
there will be few, will reach their
goals. They will rise above the
skies and they will hang in the ecstasy of their accomplishments for
all their lives. They will be able to
say that they went for it, and that
they succeeded because of their
bravery. It takes commitment. It
takes patience. It takes perseverance. It takes YOU.
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be drawn to 9/11?

Against
By: Taylor Miller

Eleven years ago, the United States
experienced a ghastly act of terrorism that
shook the nation’s confidence and morale. Foreign invaders hijacked three American planes
and hurdled them into government buildings:
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. The
fourth plane was unique, however, because the
passengers overtook the terrorists and sabotaged
their plan. Instead of allowing the plane to harm
any civilians on the ground, the passengers of
Flight 93 sent their plane into a Pennsylvanian
field.
That event, just as the attack on Pearl
Harbor, will forever live in infamy. Some people, however, believe that Americans should let
it fade from the front of our focus on the yearly
anniversaries. While I do not support dwelling
upon that terrible day, I do support respectful
remembrance.
When most Americans recall September 11, they remember the horrors: the people
who died,
the beginnings of the War
on Terror, on the fear
of more attacks.
For these reasons,
many Americans
fly their flags at
half-mast, an
admirable sa-

lute to those we lost.
Though dismays of that day were
numerous, there were several attributes of 9/11
that deserver to live on. I believe we should use
the anniversaries as a tribute to the heroes of
that day, the Americans who fought back against
Osama bin Laden’s evil plan. We should dedicate this day to the civilians who pulled others
out of the buildings, the firefighters who saved
lives and even gave their own, the policemen
who maintained a safe atmosphere for rescue
workers, and the people of Flight 93 who refused to let their plane be used as a tool of destruction. We should thank the men and women
of the Armed Services for giving the Middle
East a rebuttal for what they did. Most of all,
we should devote this day to a celebration of
the United States’ refusal to let the attack permanently cripple our nation.
September 11 doesn’t have to be a
dismal day any longer. We have mourned our
losses for eleven years, and we have given them
the proper respect for their sacrifices. Now, as
we enter the second decade after the attack, we
can begin to grasp the strength 9/11 has given
our country. We can use this day to bring us all
together as a family. Lastly, we can use it as motivation to remain in an upward climb towards a
stronger and better United States.

For

By: Kaitie May
The
early
morning hours
of
September
11th, 2001 will
forever remain
in the hearts of
each and every
American. Even
those of us who
were too young to remember much can remember seeing the news
broadcasting those terrifying images of smoke
and debris covering New York City. I, like most
young children, didn’t grasp much of the concept until years later, but I knew that something
was wrong. I knew that the people running and
crying, covered from head to toe in ash, were in
trouble. The planes, the fire, the buildings giving way; these are moments that are captured in
our hearts. Remembrance and mourning for the
loss of fellow Americans to violence and misunderstanding will never leave us.
After the ten year anniversary of 9/11,
the government decided that it was time to let
the wounds of that senseless attack heal. Just as

our country still remembers and pays respect to
those lost in the bombing of Pearl Harbor, we
wish to do the same with the memory of September 11th. We want to be able to heal and,
while still keeping the day in our hearts, allow
the families mourn in peace. We have memorials to pay homage to those we lost that day, but
I agree with the government in saying that we
should focus, now, on the current state of our
country, allowing strength to overcome.
With a nation so adamant over rebuilding, allowing the wounds of 9/11 to heal,
while still keeping it our hearts, history books,
and prayers seems to be the best decision. How
can we move forward with our country’s existence without ending the period of mourning?
How can we truly honor those who lost their
lives in the Twin Towers and in flight 93 those
eleven short years ago without bringing growth
from this tragedy? We must move forward, not
forgetting by any means, but growing from this.
No one is asking us to tear down the memorials and forget the fallen or their families. We’re
asking to allow the families to heal in their own
way, in peace. We’re asking that this wound be
allowed to heal.
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Spanish I Projects Teach
Students in Creative Ways
By: Kalee Adams
Mrs. Baham’s Spanish I class
has been very busy this month. They have
been working on their brochure project.
These are student made and describe Spanish speaking countries. This project gives
students a chance to learn more about other
cultures and help students learn more about
computer programs.
In all the years Mrs. Baham has
taught Spanish, many things have changed.
One constant assignment for her, however, is her brochure project. “They can do
something they have never done before. It
also gives students an opportunity to work
with computer programs and templates”
says Mrs. Baham. She finds that the proj-

ect does help students learn more about
culture and technology.
The project is a month long activity, and starts with the students picking any
Spanish speaking country or city of their
choice. The rest of the month, students
spend their time getting information, and
putting it in their brochures. Any of these
students can tell you how difficult it is to
describe a country’s life style in only a few
lines. Though this project is difficult, most
students do well and walk out of the class
with some new knowledge to help them in
the real world.

Student Spotlight
Assignment: Personify an inanimate object.
Brickwall Bonnie by Chris Milligan
Brickwall Bonnie, a gargantious, useless brickwall, lived a very bitter
life beside Grainger High School. She withstood years of punishment-rain, sleet,
snow and hail. She protected the students on the inside. Not one time was she
ever shown any appreciation and in her desperation to be noticed, she began
devising a plan. The plan was risky, and she only had one shot. She decided that
she would crumbed just so someone would notice and repair her, but no one ever
did.
One day a ferocious storm was approaching, and even though she was
weak from the crumbling, Bonnie braced herself to protect the students on the
inside. Wind and rain swept across her facing like bullets being shot from a gun.
As the storm grew stronger, she grew weaker and eventually caved in form the
stress. Brickwall Bonnie died that day and as she fell she injured over sixty students that she so greatly cared for before.
To this day parents, teachers and students blame Brickwall Bonnie for
this tragic incident.
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Students Rock Pep Rallies

By: Caleb Smith
A school pep rally at
Grainger County High School
is no less than an extraordinary
tradition. It’s a time where students and teachers alike come
together to celebrate the school’s
outstanding athletes and to pump
them full of competitive spirit
and vigor.
To begin, the entirety
of our student body proudly
exclaims the school’s title and
mascot: “Grainger Grizzlies!”
Following this, the competitions
begin amongst the classes of students. Participants are chosen
from each class, battling valiantly for their sections and valuable
ranking points over the course
of the week. To end each pep
rally, students compete in our
traditional spirit competition.
In this portion of the assembly,
the classes of students take turns
battling with their voices.
Screams fill the cool
air of the gymnasium, shouts of
pride rising to the ceilings from
each class. One class is deemed
winner, but even as the pep rally
ends, the good energy carries
through the day.

Let’s go, let’s fight, let’s win tonight
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What is the
best part of
pep rally?
“The cheer routine. It
shows true dedication and
school spirit.” - Nick Davis
“The spirit competition
and the end. The entire
class comes together.”
-Carlos Esquivel
“The spirit competition
is the best. It’s the one
time when cliques really
don’t matter.” -Cheyanne
Fowler
“Just simply coming together as one and representing your class.”
-Hunter Brooks
“The rivalry. It’s tradition.” -Charlie Halliwell
“The color guard. It’s
shows support for our
country.” -Brandon Alexander

Debates in Economics

Freshman Class Receives
Health Screening
By: Kayci Long
The freshman class is
currently receiving free health
screening provided by the Coordinated School Health Program.

Senior Hunter Davenport, the key
player for the Capitalist team during an
Economics debate for Mr. Mullins, makes

a valid point for the sake of his team. The
team, led by senior Bourke Mynatt, won a
narrow victory over the Socialists.

With parent permission,
the screening process includes a
check of a student’s blood preasure, weight and height are assessed. Any concerns that may
require further attention are reported immediately to parents.
The process is quick; students are
only out of class a few minutes.
The program conducts
screening to all students throughout elementary and middle school
and once while in high school.
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Volleyball shows strong in current season.

Under new management of Coach McGill
and Assistant Maura Bishop, the 2012 Volleyball
team has shown incredible ambition, earning a
strong 9-5 record so far in their season. Captains
Sarah Williamson and Madison Holt have inspired the team to play hard and never give up.

Cosmetology performs well at TVA& I fair.

L to R: Lauren Stanifer, Chasidy Renfro - 2nd place in formal style. Abby Trammell 1st
in braiding, Alexis Sparks and Kim Hayes-1st in nail design.
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Soccer currently 4th in
District
Grizzly soccer
stands at 4-7 for the season, and is currently in
4th place heading into
district play. After losing two starters, Keayrah Fifield 9th and Katie Scott 10th to injury
early in the season, the
team has had strong
showings leaving some
opponents
scoreless
at game’s end: Kings
Academy 6-0, Middlesboro 12-0, West Greene
10-0.
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Worship at the
Crusade
Some of Granger’s
students assembled together
for worship of the Christian
faith in the adjacent
field
right of the school building.
The assembly contained
Christian music and lessons
from the Bible. The lyrics
and teachings made things
a little more intense with
emotions, and touched some
of the student’s hearts. Also,
the music not only spiritually moved students, but
physically moved them with

dancing, hand signals, and
hugging.
The lessons taught
were entertaining also it
tested student’s knowledge
of the Bible and expanded
the point of view of the
stories from each side from
holy to not so holy. Over all,
the Crusade let the students
express their Christianity,
and have fun with music and
dancing. It also was good
fun and good spiritually for
the students.

English IV highlights modern social problems
using fairy tales.

English IV participated in a
Fairy Tale Remix activity. Students chose
and researched a popular fairy tale and
then added a current/modern twist to
the original story line. Student’s original
ideas were then demonstrated through a
skit presentation in front of their class.
Student’s had to focus on a modern social problem in their remix. Some
chose cyber-bullying, unruly teens, and
texting while driving to highlight in their
fairy tales.

Students Nick Davis, Michael
Brown, Logan Greene, Nick Emery, and
John Kincaid chose to revamp “The
Three Little Pigs.” In their version the
pigs were hard working land scapers
just trying to prepare a nice tidy lawn
when upon taking a break for lunch had
their equipment stolen by the Big Bad
Wolfe. However, the “Pigs” got revenge.
When their equipment was retrieved,
they used the leaf blower to blow the
“Big Bad Wolfe”s” house down.

Grizzly journalism staff attends “Yearbook Blowout.”
The Grizzly Journalism staff participated in a "Yearbook Blowout" seminar hosted by Walsworth Publishing
Company at the Knoxville Museum of
Arts. The staff had the unique opportunity to join other area high school journalism staffs in seeing nationally-recognized yearbook representative, Mike

Taylor. The seminar explored innovative ideas in theme development, design
placement, and market management.
"It was great. We came home with so
many ideas for the 2013 yearbook," explains Kaitie May, editor-in-chief of the
Grainger High School journalism staff.
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JROTC Hard at Work This School Year
By: Taylor Miller

JROTC has been diligently perfecting four areas of their program: Color
Guard, Raiders, Drill, and Exhibition. Due
to serious practice and dedication, JROTC
is a prime example of Grainger’s elite students.
The Color Guard, led by Thomas
Boofer, is responsible for presenting the
U.S. and Tennessee flags at events and in
competition. They are to follow certain
procedures and commands throughout the
entire demonstration.
The Raiders, led by senior Caleb
Long, are a group focused mainly on the
physical aspects of JROTC. They practice
three days per week to prepare for events

such as tug of war and litter carries.
The Drill Team, led by Julia Johnston, is challenged to follow an exact set of
demands and movements. This requires an
astounding amount of discipline and attention.
The Exhibition team, led by Austin Williams, is closely related to Drill, but
they have a bit more freedom. They compose their own set of demands, and they
are permitted to use rifles.
JROTC also harbors Flag Detail
(led by Cammie McMahan) and a Rifle
team (which has not yet began the season).
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Ag Department Prepares
for Regional Soil Judging
By: Taylor Miller
The Agricultural Department participated in the
district soil judging competition against five local high
schools on September 20.
Due to the hosting rotation,
Grainger held the event in the
4-H Pavilion behind RMS.
“District isn’t about
first place,” Mr. Shrader explained. “We use district as a
training tool.” GHS took twenty students, and of those, chose
sixteen to send to Regionals in
October.
Four teams were compiled. The FFA team is: Cody

Dalton, Andrew Hodge, Corey
Bean, and Aaron Anderson.
There were three 4-H teams
assembled. The first team is
Kendall Wells, Nate Yates,
Matt Morgan, and Zach Acuff.
The second is Timothy Stalans, Tyler Roach, Jonah Noe,
and Dylan Moles. The third is
Matthew Byrd, Logan Atkins,
Anna Nantz, and Tasha Brady.
On October 2, these
teams will compete in regionals at UT Knoxville on the
Blount Farm.

Student’s section rocks at
home games.

Phipp’s class shows uniqueness
with projects.
By: Kalee Allen

Mrs.
Phipps’s
class showed off their
uniqueness
recently
with their “a mi me
gusta
mucho”
oral
presentation. The class
took a few days to work
on their projects. They
then presented their
masterpieces to the class
and their teacher for a
grade.
The
project
includes the following:
it’s a poster board that
has “a mi” (about me)
in the middle, then it
branches off into “no me
gusta nada (I don’t like at
all),” “me gusta (I like),”
and “me gusta mucho (I

like a lot).” There must
be at least five activities
under each category, and
there must be pictures
illustrating at least five
of these activities.
Mrs. Phipps has
been doing the project
for a few years, and the
students have found that
it helps them understand
the concepts well. The
project gives the students
a chance to expand
their understanding and
shows Phipps their grasp
of the vocabulary. This
project has been a stable
benchmark for both Mrs.
Phipps and her students.
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Senior Spotlight

Name:

Tyler Douglas

Hometown: Bean Station
Clubs, Organizations or Sports: Baseball
Best part about GHS: I’ve really enjoyed
playing sports and being around all of my
friends and wonderful instructors.
What is your favorite Grainger County
spot? Well, it must be the GHS baseball
field seeing as how that is where I stay. You
have no choice but to love it.
Favorite Teacher: Boggs Why? He’s a
good teacher and extremely sarastic. I can
relate.
What has been your greatest challenge at
GHS? Living through baseball with Chad
Tate has definitely taught me to overcome
challenges. Also, trying to find all of my
classes my freshman year. I was little lost.
What have you learned in high school
that has really made a difference in your
life? I have learned how to understand and
apply myself in the real world. I have also
learned to make friends with anyone.
As an adult, ready for the college or the
workforce, what advice would you give
incoming freshman? Stick with it. Make
the best of your time because it will be a
hassle, but it’s worth it. Also, use a school
map.

Name:

Michaela Carroll

Name:

Chris Milligan

Name:

Nicolas Davis

Hometown: Bean Station

Hometown: Rutledge

Hometown: Blaine

Clubs, Organizations or Sports: Beta
Club, Soccer (9th & 10th)

Clubs, Organizations or Sports: FCA

Clubs, Organizations or Sports: Beta
Club, FFA (Future Farmers of America)

Best part about GHS: Grainger High will
always come together as a school when
needed. It’s the best.

Best part about GHS: The best part about
GHS is that when hard times rise we come
together as a family. We look out for each
other and we lift each other up.

What is your favorite Grainger County
spot? I would have to say my favorite spot
in Grainger County is the Grainger County
Park. I go there with my friends and with
my family.

What is your favorite Grainger County
spot? My favorite spot would most definately be Smokey Mountain Wings. I’ve
spent almost every Wednesday night there
since it opened.

Favorite Teacher: Boggs
Why? He
is funny and at the same time he teaches
you.

Favorite Teacher: Mrs. West
Why?
When it came to school, I was like any other student. I would have rather been anywhere else, but she brought a whole new
light to school; She made school fun.

What has been your greatest challenge
at GHS? Keeping my grades up while
working. School becomes more challenging when you have job also.
What have you learned in high school
that has really made a difference in your
life? I have learned that working as a team
will get you a long way.
As an adult, ready for the college or
the workforce, what advice would you
give incoming freshman? Be ready to do
homework. Be ready to work hard.

Best part about GHS: The best part about
GHS is the teachers and staff. You can tell
that they reallly take pride in what they do.
They will help you with anything you need
if you just ask.
What is your favorite Grainger County
spot? May Springs is my favorite spot. It’s
a cool place to hang out with friends, fish
and play with your trucks.
Favorite Teacher: Darell Morgan Why?
He is a fun person to be around, and he
loves to joke around with everyone.

What has been your greatest challenge
at GHS? The greatest challenge I faced
was most certainly coming out of my shell
freshman year.

What has been your greatest challenge at
GHS? My greatest challenge at Grainger
High School was to pass all my classes.
The hardest class for me was Spanish, but I
made it through.

What have you learned in high school
that has really made a difference in your
life? Don’t let anger ruin your day. Being
angry is like holding a hot coal with the
intentions of throwing it at someone. You
only burn yourself.

What have you learned in high school
that has really made a difference in your
life? To treat people with respect and to
remember that all people are different. I’ve
learned that diversity is a good thing.

As an adult, ready for the college or the
workforce, what advice would you give
incoming freshman? Lose your inhibitions, open-up, and just be yourself. Try
hard, but have fun with it. Keep your head
held high, but never think you’re better
than anyone else.

As an adult, ready for the college or the
workforce, what advice would you give
incoming freshman? If I was an incoming freshman then I would take all my hard
classes while I was a underclassman, and
take my easier classes as an upperclassman. Have a fun senior year.
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The Apple of Our Eye

4
5

6

7
8

9

11

10

12
13
15

18

19

16

14

17

20
21

22

25

23

24

26

27

28

29

30

31

Across
1. These are found in the
corners and ceilings of a
haunted house.
7. A witch’s pet. (5-3)

32

11. Bloody and gross.
33

34

12. A monster made from
bones.

35

14. A monster from Egypt.

36
37

38

39

16. Another word for scary.
18. She wears black clothes
and rides a broom.

40
41

42

43

44

45

21. It looks like a mouse but
much bigger.
46

47

Down
1. What children get at
Halloween.
2. Flying animal found in
haunted houses.
3. The kind of bullet you need
to kill a werewolf.
4. A place with many
tombstones.
5. Where you get goose
bumps.
6. The weather around
haunted houses.
8. The walking corpse.
9. The color of blood.

22. What kids wear on
Halloween.
24. The creature that makes
cobwebs.

48

10. Dracula.
13. You can hear these in the
hallways of a haunted house
at night.
15. Little animals with long
tails.
17. This wears a patch and
has a sword.
19. This wears bright colorful
clothing.
20. A big black pot that
witches use to make potions.
23. The kind of light that
vampires hate.
26. The monster __________
the stairs.

28. What vampires drink.
29. The time when
werewolves come out.
30. What kids say on
Halloween.
31. Something that haunts
houses.
36. A monster that changes
from human to wolf.
37. Makes me scared; gives
me the ___________.
42. A monster from space.
43. The opposite of good.
44. Frighten.
47. A night bird.
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25. Have a ghost inside.
27. The Cyclops has one.
31. What you get on your
skin when you are scared.
32. These slam shut or creek
open.
33. Witches ride this.
34. Vampires hate this.
35. Another word for strange.
38. October 31st.
39. What a ghost says.
40. A big black bird.
41. A monster with stitches
on his face.
45. What children carve.
46. The month of Halloween.
48. Sharp teeth.

Ingredients
•
Cupcake batter
•
Red frosting
•
Red sugar sprinkles
•
Tootsie Roll Midgees
•
Green Tootsie Fruit Roll
•
White frosting
Directions
1.
Mix your favorite cupcake batter and divide it evenly
among cupcake wells lined with red paper or silicone cups (see
Tip below), filling each one about three-quarters full. Bake the
cupcakes according to the recipe directions and let them cool.
2.
Carve a shallow, dime-size well in the top of each cupcake, then cover the tops with red frosting and coat them with
red sugar sprinkles. Mold a small piece of a Tootsie Roll Midgee into a stem shape. Form a leaf from a small piece of green
Tootsie Fruit Roll, pinch it against the stem, then insert the stem
into the cupcake.
3.
To make a bitten apple, spoon a small well from the
side of the cupcake and line it with white frosting. Press tiny bits
of Tootsie Roll Midgee in place for seeds.

Cranberry and Apple Crumble
Ingredients
•
1/2 cup flour
•
1/4 cup plus 2 tablespoons
sugar
•
1/4 cup packed brown sugar
•
1/4 cup chilled butter, cut into
small pieces
•
6 cups peeled and sliced (about
1/2 inch thick) apples (we like
Braeburn or Granny Smith)
•
1 cup fresh or frozen cranberries
•
1/3 cup fresh orange juice
•
1 tablespoon cornstarch
Directions
1.
Heat the oven to 375°. Combine the flour, G cup of
the sugar, the brown sugar, and the butter in a bowl. Mix the
ingredients with your fingertips to create pea-size crumbs. (Alternatively, pulse the mixture in a food processor 10 times or
so.)
2.
Combine the apple slices and cranberries in a large
bowl. Mix the juice, remaining 2 tablespoons of sugar, and
cornstarch in a small bowl. Pour the mixture over the fruit
and toss well.
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